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Introduction
Since 2009, when the Brazilian Society of Cardiology released 

the Brazilian Guidelines for Atrial Fibrillation,1 important studies 
on the subject have been published, particularly  on new oral 
anticoagulants (NOACs). At least three of these drugs (dabigatran, 
rivaroxaban and apixaban) are currently approved for clinical 
use in Brazil.

In addition to pharmacological treatment, new data related 
to non-pharmacological treatment, notably the radiofrequency 
ablation (RA) procedure, have expanded the indication of this 
therapeutic approach.  For this reason, an update of the guidelines 
is justified.

Epidemiological changes in atrial fibrillation 
In the last two decades, atrial fibrillation (AF) has become 

a public health problem, with high consumption of health 
resources. AF is the most frequent sustained arrhythmia in 
the clinical practice, with a prevalence of 0.5% - 1.0% in 
the general population. According to more recent studies, 
however, AF prevalence is almost two times higher than 
that in the last decade, ranging from 1.9% in Italy to 2.9% in 
Sweden, possibly associated with age increase .2 However, 
in addition to ageing, other potential factors may explain 
the increment in AF prevalence,  including advances in the 
treatment of chronic heart diseases, leading to greater number 
of patients susceptible to AF. Furthermore, besides the classical 
risk factors for AF – hypertension, diabetes mellitus, heart 
valve disease, heart infarction and heart failure (HF)3,4 –new 
potential ones, including obstructive sleep apnea,5 obesity,6 
alcohol consumption,7 physical exercise,8 family history and 
genetic factors,9 contribute to the increase in AF prevalence. 

The most used AF classification in the clinical practice is 
based on its form of presentation. “Paroxysmal AF” is defined as 
an episode of AF that terminates spontaneously or with medical 
intervention within seven days of onset. The term “permanent 

AF” refers to AF episodes longer than seven days, and “long-term 
persistent AF” is used by some authors to refer to cases longer 
than one year. Finally, the term “permanent AF” is used when 
attempts to convert to sinus rhythm have been abandoned.

The prognosis of AF is related to its close association with 
increased risk of ischemic and hemorrhagic stroke, and mortality. 
Other important consequences of AF include cognitive changes 
and socioeconomic implications

Prevention of thromboembolic phenomena
Patients with AF are more likely to have blood clots, which 

is an inherent risk of arrhythmia. Those at very low risk do not 
need anticoagulation, and should be identified and considered 
as non-eligible for this therapy. The score used for this purpose 
is the CHA2DS2-VASc (initials for congestive HF, hypertension, 
age, diabetes mellitus, stroke, vascular disease, age, sex 
category) (Table 1).10 Patients with a score of zero do not need 
anticoagulation, for the risk of thrombotic complications is very 
low. A CHA2DS2-VASc of 1 is considered a low risk (1.3% per 
year); in this case, anticoagulation is optional, depending on 
the risk of bleeding or patient’s decision. All other patients have 
a definite indication for anticoagulation. HAS BLED (initials for 
hypertension, abnormal renal or liver function, stroke, bleeding, 
labile international normalized ratio – INR, elderly, drugs or 
alcohol use) is the most used score to estimate bleeding risk. 
(Table 2) A score > 3 indicates increased risk of bleeding by 
OACs. It is worth mentioning, however, that the score does not 
contraindicate the use of OACs, but rather gives direction on 
special measures aimed to make the treatment safer. 

There are four NOACs available for prevention of 
thromboembolic events: the direct factor Xa inhibitors 
rivaroxaban, apixaban and edoxaban and the direct fator IIa 
inhibitor dabigatran. Dabigatran was the first NOAC available 
at the market and validated by the RE-LY study (Randomized 
Evaluation of Long-term anticoagulant therapY with dabigatran 
etexilate.11 This is a prospective, randomized, phase III study that 
compared two doses of dabigatran (110 mg and 150 mg) twice 
a day with adjusted doses of warfarin. The primary outcomes 
were stroke and systemic embolism. Warfarin 150 mg showed 
better safety outcomes, including major bleeding, without 
statistical significance. The dose of 110mg was non-inferior to 
warfarin, showing a reduction of 20% in bleeding rate. 

The ROCKET-AF (Rivaroxaban-once daily, oral, direct 
factor Xa inhibition compared with vitamin K antagonism for 
prevention of stroke and Embolism Trial in Atrial Fibrillation) 
study introduced rivaroxaban in clinical practice to prevent  
thromboembolic phenomena in patients with nonvalvular 
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Table 1 – (A) CHA2DS2-VASc score used to evaluate the risk of thromboembolic phenomena in patients with atrial fibrillation. (B) Adjusted annual 
event rate by score

[A]

CHA2DS2-VASc Score

Congestive heart failure/left ventricular dysfunction 1

Hypertension 1

Age ≥ 75 years 2

Diabetes mellitus 1

Stroke/transient ischemic attack/ thromboembolism 2

Vascular disease (prior myocardial infarction, peripheral artery disease or aortic plaque) 1

Age 65–74 years 1

Sex category (i.e. female gender) 1

[B]

Escore Adjusted stroke rate 
(%/year)*

0 0.0

1 1.3

2 2.2

3 3.2

4 4.0

5 6.7

6 9.8

7 9.6

8 6.7

9 15.2

Table 2 – Clinical variables evaluated by the HAS-BLED score to identify patients at risk of bleeding induced by oral anticoagulants

HAS-BLED criteria Score

Hypertension 1

Abnormal renal or liver function (1 point each) 1 or 2

Stroke 1

Bleeding 1

Labile (INR) 1

Elderly (e.g. age > 65 years) 1

Drugs or alcohol (1 point each) 1 or 2

INR: international normalized ratio.

AF.12 This was a double-blind study, in which 14,264 patients 
at high risk for thromboembolic events were randomized to 
receive rivaroxaban or warfarin. The dose of rivaroxaban 
was 20 mg per day, or 15 mg in case of patients with kidney 
dysfunction received 15 mg. Rivaroxaban was non-inferior 
to warfarin on the primary outcomes (stroke and systemic 
embolism). With respect to safety outcomes, there was a 

significant decrease in the incidence of hemorrhagic stroke 
and intracranial hemorrhage, with no effect on mortality rate. 

The ARISTOTLE (Apixaban for Reduction in Stroke and Other 
Thromboembolic Events in Atrial Fibrillation) was the main study 
on evaluation of apixaban in patients with nonvalvular AF.13 This 
randomized, double-blind study evaluated apixaban, given in 
5mg doses twice a day or in adjusted dose of 2.5 mg, twice a 
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day, in patients with at least two of the three following factors: 
age older than 80 years, body weight lower than 60 kg, and 
a serum creatinine level greater than or equal to 1.5 mg/dL 
. Warfarin was used as control. As compared with warfarin, 
apixaban significantly reduced the risk of the efficacy outcomes 
(stroke and systemic embolism) by 21%, major bleeding by 31%, 
and all-cause mortality by 11%.

Edoxaban was assessed in the ENGAGE -AF (Edoxaban 
versus Warfarin in Patients with Atrial Fibrillation) study.14 This 
was a three-arm, randomized, double-blind study on the use 
of warfarin and two regimens (low dose and high dose) of 
edoxaban. Both high-dose (60 mg once a day) and low-dose 
(30 mg once a day) edoxaban was non-inferior to warfarin. In 
patients assigned to receive edoxaban, the dose established 
at randomization was halved if any of the characteristics was 
present: creatinine clearance lower than 50 mL/minute, a body 
weight lower than 60 kg, or the concomitant use of a potent 
P-glycoprotein inhibitor (verapamil).  High-dose edoxaban 
significantly reduced the rate of ischemic and hemorrhagic 
stroke, whereas a significant increase in ischemic stroke rate 
was observed in patients that received a low-dose of the drug. 
Therefore, the best efficacy-safety ratio was obtained from 
high-dose regimen. While the low-dose regimen of edoxaban 
provides higher safety in terms of the risk of major bleeding and 
hemorrhagic stroke, it tends to lose in efficacy. 

Recommendations for prevention of thromboembolic 
phenomena in nonvalvular AF are described in Chart 1. 

The NOACs have caused a drastic change in the therapeutic 
approach to nonvalvular FA, in terms of prevention of 
thromboembolic events. However, drug-related hemorrhagic 
complications may represent a limitation. NOACs have short 
half-life, and hence a low-degree bleeding may be controlled 
by discontinuation of the drug. Different NOACs have distinct 
pharmacokinetic characteristics, which may influence the 
therapy. Dabigatran, for example, binds weakly to plasma 
proteins, and are potentially removed by hemodialysis. On the 
other hand, both riaroxaban and apixaban are not dialyzable, 
due to strong plasma protein binding. Activated charcoal could 
be used in case of anticoagulant ingestion within two hours 
of a hemorrhagic event, although its use is contraindicated 
in gastrointestinal bleeding. Activated charcoal is available in 
powder and may be diluted in water or juice for administration 
in awake patients or by nasogastric tube, at 1g/kg body weight. 
Despite not currently available in Brazil, there have been 
advances in medications that can reverse the effect of NOACs. 
Idarucizumab is a monoclonal antibody fragment that binds 
to dabigatran with higher affinity than to thrombin. The effect 

of idarucizumab as an anticoagulant reversal agent has been 
evaluated by intravenous administration; based on the results, 
the drug has been recently approved for clinical use in the 
United States. 

 Andexanet is an inactive recombinant protein that reverses 
the anticoagulant effect by binding to activated factor X 
inhibitors (rivaroxaban, apixaban and edoxaban). The effect 
of its intravenous administration has been also evaluated, 
with satisfactory rates of reversal. It is expected that the use of 
andexanet in clinical practice will be approved soon.

Administration of supplemental clotting factors via frozen 
plasma may also be an option of anticoagulant reversal. However, 
the concentrations of these factors are lower than in prothrombin 
complex concentrates (PCC), which, in turn, may be indicated 
for severe hemorrhage.15

Although the OACs continue to be the main treatment 
option to prevent embolic phenomena in patients with AF, 
the use of anticoagulants is associated with risks, especially 
hemorrhagic stroke and other potentially severe bleeding, 
such as gastrointestinal bleeding. This therapeutic limitation, 
associated with the severity of AF-related embolic events, has 
motivated the development of new strategies aimed to reduce 
the incidence of thromboembolic phenomena. In this context, 
left atrial appendage closure (LAAC) emerged as an alternative 
approach. The main recommendations for this treatment strategy 
are described in Chart 2.

Antiarrhythmic drugs in the clinical management of atrial 
fibrillation 

When evaluating an AF patient, the patient may be 
allocated to a rhythm control or to a heart rate control 
strategy, depending on echocardiographic features and 
the progress in previous therapies. In this regard, the use 
of antiarrhythmic (AA) agents has a relevant role in both 
strategies. An initial assessment should identify the presence 
of structural heart disease, as well as to evaluate whether the 
cause is reversible. 

There are a limited number of medications for the 
maintenance of sinus rhythm in Brazil. The available drugs 
are propaphenone, sotalol and amiodarone, and neither 
dofetilide nor droneadrone is available in the country. 
Propaphenone is useful for acute reversal and maintenance 
of sinus rhythm.  It is a safe medication to be administered in 
patients with normal heart structure, but should be avoided 
in structural heart disease because of the risk of ventricular 
arrhythmia.16 Sotalol has shown no significant result in 

Chart 1 – Recommendations for prevention of thromboembolic phenomena in nonvalvular atrial fibrillation

Recommendations Class Level of evidence

The CHA2DS2-VASc should be used in all patients I B

Patients at low risk, with a CHA2DS2-VASc of zero, have no indication of antithrombotic therapy I B

In patients with CHA2DS2-VASc of 1, the antithrombotic therapy may be indicated, taking into consideration the risk of 
bleeding and patients preferences IIa C

Patients with CHA2DS2-VASc ≥ 2 have an indication for  antithrombotic therapy I A
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reversing arrhythmia acutely, but was effective in maintaining 
sinus rhythm in up to 72% of some groups of patients within 
6 months, and thus may be useful in recurrence prevention. 
In addition, sotalol reduce the occurrence of symptoms by 
decreasing the ventricular response of the episodes due 
to its beta-blocker effect. The most common side effects 
are related to the beta-blocker effect, including tiredness 
and fatigue. Nevertheless, the most important symptom is 
prolongation of QT interval and development of torsade de 
pointes. Sotalol cannot be used in patients with congestive 
HF.17 Amiodarone is effective in reversing and maintaining 
sinus rhythm. Some studies have shown superiority of 
this drug over the others; however, in addition to the 
proarrhythmic risk, amiodarone may produce important 
side effects in many organs. Currently, it is the available 
drug for patients with congestive HF.18

Another strategy is the control of heart rate, which 
is important for both prevention of symptoms (e.g . 
palpitations, tiredness and reduced capacity for exercise), 
reduction of disease-related morbidity, and specially 
prevention of tachycardiomyopathy, which has an impact 
of patients’ quality of life. However, the optimal heart rate 
in AF is still controversial. Many drugs have been tested and 
shown to be effective in the control of heart rate, including 
beta-blockers,  non-dihydropyridine calcium channel 
blockers, and some antiarrhythmics, such as amiodarone 
and sotalol. To choose the most suitable drug, one must 
consider the severity of patients’ symptoms, hemodynamic 
state, ventricular function, precipitating factors of AF and 
the risk for adverse events.

Beta-blockers are the most commonly used medications 
for the control of heart rate in AF.19 The main action is the 
blockade of adrenergic tone by competitive inhibition of 
the binding of cathecolamines to beta-receptors.  This 
class of drugs mitigates the reduction in spontaneous 
depolarization (phase 4 of action potential), particularly 
in sinus node and atrioventricular (AV) node cells (reduces 
AV node conduction), and increases refractoriness of the 
His-Purkinje system. Non-dihydropyridine calcium channel 
blockers such as verapamil and diltiazem block L-type 
calcium channels especially in the AV node of cardiac 
conduction system. These drugs are effective in the control 
of heart rate in acute or permanent AF20 via intravenous 
or oral administration. Digoxin is commonly used in the 
control of heart rate in AF, although it is not considered a 
first line agent for this purpose. It has a direct action on the 
membrane of atrial cells, ventricular cells and conduction 
system, by increasing vagal tone, and consequently 
reducing sinus node automacity and AV node conduction. 
Recommendations for the use of antiarrhythmic drugs in 
AF are described in Chart 3. 

Catheter ablation for atrial fibrillation 
Intensive therapy by catheter ablation may be considered 

for rhythm control in AF.
  

Heart rate control 
In patients resistant or intolerant to medications for heart rate 

control, AV junction ablation (induction of complete AV block) 
with pacemaker implantation may be indicated.21,22 (Chart 4). 

This is a simple intervention with high success rate and low 
risk of complications, improving the quality of life of patients 
and reducing hospitalizations and HF incidence as compared 
with pharmacological treatments. Pacemaker implantation 
should be performed 4-6 weeks before the AV junction 
ablation for adequate maturation of electrode leads, since 
these patients are dependent on the pacemaker.

Rhythm control 
There is solid evidence that AF ablation (pulmonary vein 

isolation) is more effective than AA drugs in rhythm control,23-25 
which has gradually increased the use of interventional 
therapy for AF. In recent international guidelines,26-28 ablation 
is recommended (Class I) in case of failure of an AA drug and 
also as the first choice (Class IIa) in patients with paroxysmal AF, 
without structural disease. Both patients with structural heart 
disease and patients with paroxysmal AF may be considered 
for ablation as the initial therapy, in case of suspicion of 
tachycardiomyopathy and patient’s desire for this therapy.

Data confirming the benefits of AF ablation in very 
old patients, patients with long-standing persistent AF, or 
advanced HF are still missing.28 Its indication for asymptomatic 
patients has not been established yet, and is still a matter of 
controversy.26-28 There is still no evidence that AF  ablation is 
a better intervention as compared with AA drugs with respect 
to reduction of hard outcomes, such as mortality, HF and 
stroke. These issues are being addressed by ongoing studies.29

The main objective of AF ablation is the electrical isolation 
of pulmonary veins. Among the available techniques, the most 
widely used is the conventional point-by-point radiofrequency 
(RF) ablation, guided by electroanatomical mapping and/or 
intracardiac electrocardiogram.30-32 The use of cryoablation 
balloon for circumferential ablation of pulmonary veins is an 
equally validated, alternative technique.28,33,34 Also, the use 
of circular multipolar catheters (that perform simultaneous 
delivery of energy through all electrodes)35 and laser balloon 
catheters36 to create RF lesions has also increased. 

Despite its proven efficacy, AF ablation is a high-
complexity procedure that involves a nearly 4.5% risk for 
major complications.28,37-39 In addition, AF ablation is not 
a curative procedure. Recurrence is common, particularly 

Chart 2 – Recommendations for left atrial appendage closure

Recommendations Class Level of evidence 

Patients at high risk for thromboembolic phenomena and with contraindication for oral anticoagulants IIa B

Patients with cardioembolic ischemic stroke despite correct use of oral anticoagulants IIa C
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following pulmonary vein reconnections or atrial substrate 
progression.40 In these cases, a new ablation procedure 
may be needed,41 and after ablation, all patients should be 
anticoagulated for a 2-3 month-period .26-28 At the end of 
this period, the anticoagulants may be suspended in patients 
with low risk of thromboembolic phenomena.42,43 Since late 
and asymptomatic recurrences of AF may also occur after 
ablation,44,45 patients should be monitored for a long period 
to ensure the control  of arrhythmia.

Indications for AF are listed in Chart 3. 

New mapping and ablation technologies 
Three-dimensional mapping of AF is nowadays considered 

the standard therapy for this condition worldwide. Aiming to 
visually guide the examiner in the analysis of left atrial anatomy 
and catheter localization, the technique allowed the reduction 
of radiation exposure for patients and staff.

Three-dimensional mapping systems 
The three-dimensional mapping systems allow a 3-D 

reconstruction of the left atrium and pulmonary veins by 
mobilization of a catheter positioned in heart chamber and in direct 
contact with the left atrial wall, with reduced X-ray exposition.46 
There is a consensus among Brazilian experts that the use of tree-
dimensional mapping increases the safety of ablation procedure.

Chart 3 – Recommendations for catheter ablation of atrial fibrillation for maintenance of sinus rhythm

Recommendations Class Level of evidence

Symptomatic patients with paroxysmal AF refractory or intolerant to at least one class I/III AA drug when rhythm 
control is the strategy of choice I A

Symptomatic patients with AF refractory or intolerant to at least one class I or III antiarrhythmic drug IIa A

As first therapy in patients with symptomatic, recurrent AF (before  AA drugs), if this is the patient’s preference IIa B

Symptomatic patients with long-standing persistent AF (>12 months), refractory or intolerant to at least one class I or 
III AA drug when rhythm control is the strategy of choice IIb B

As first therapy (before class I or III AA drug) in patients with persistent AF when rhythm control is the strategy of 
choice IIb C

Patients that cannot be treated with anticoagulants during or after the catheter ablation procedure III C

AF: atrial fibrillation; AA: antiarrhythmic

Chart 4 – Recommendations for atrioventricular junction ablation in atrial fibrillation

Recommendations Class Level of evidence 

AF affecting the therapy with ICD, in which other therapies could not be used or were not able to restore/maintain 
sinus rhythm or control the ventricular frequency I C

AF in patients with CRT for optimization of the therapy IIa B

AV node ablation with permanent ventricular stimulation is a reasonable strategy for heart rate control in cases when 
drug therapy is not suitable or when rhythm control is not possible IIa C

AV node ablation with permanent ventricular stimulation in clinically well patients III C

AF: atrial fibrillation; ICD: implantable cardioverter defibrillators; CRT: cardiac resynchronization therapy; AV: atrioventricular

Intracardiac echocardiography
In intracardiac echocardiography, the catheter is placed 

inside the right atrium, corresponding to an optimal 
adjuvant strategy in ablation procedures. 

Rotational angiography
Rotational angiography is a x-ray method used for image 

acquisition of the left atrium in the electrophysiology 
laboratory using a basic hemodynamic system.47,48 The 
disadvantage of this method, as compared with the above 
described three-dimensional mapping technique, is the 
requirement of an ionic contrast media and a large amount 
of radiation. 

 Ablation catheter technologies 
Nowadays, nearly all procedures are performed 

using irrigated ablation catheters.49,50 More recently, 
irrigated ablation catheters with contact force sensor have 
become available, which measure the intensity of the 
interaction between the catheter and the myocardium, 
and may increase the efficacy of the lesion by reduction 
of complications.51-54

With respect to new energy sources, three types of 
sources are currently available – ultrasound, laser and 
cryotherapy.
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Robotic navigation technologies 
Robotic navigation has emerged based on the high radiation 

exposure present in most AF catheter ablation modalities.55-57 
However, studies demonstrating higher success or decreased 
complication rates with these technologies are not available 
yet, and their high cost is also a barrier to be overcome.  

Surgical treatment for atrial fibrillation 
Many surgical procedures for the treatment of AF have been 

developed since the 80’s. 58-62 The Cox-Maze III procedure, 
or labyrinth surgery, is the gold standard for surgical treatment 
of AF. The key components in this procedure and in most of 
the new surgical techniques for AF are also pulmonary vein 
isolation and atrial appendage resection. 

Although the Maze surgery may be performed by a 
minimally invasive approach, involving a small chest incision, 
the technique requires 45-60 minutes of extracorporeal 
circulation (when performed by experienced hands) and 
cardioplegia.63-65 Furthermore, although this procedure may 
be performed alone, the surgery is commonly indicated for 

patients that require surgical interventions for other conditions, 
such as valvular and ischemic heart diseases.

Today, few patients are referred to surgery for AF alone. 
Even in those undergoing a surgical approach for other reasons, 
surgeons are reluctant to perform the Maze surgery, due to its 
complexity and magnitude. 

Hybrid treatment of atrial fibrillation 
The so called “hybrid procedures” combine the minimally 

invasive epicardial surgery with electrophysiological mapping 
techniques and endocardial catheter ablation. This mixed 
approach is aimed to patients with persistent AF or long-
standing persistent AF, to whom the use of one of these 
techniques alone would be unsatisfactory.66-73 

In general, the initial results of hybrid procedures have 
been encouraging, especially considering the complexity of 
the treated population (persistent, long-standing AF). However, 
these results have been obtained from small samples. It 
is expected that the use of hybrid procedures expands as 
improvements in these techniques are made.
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